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To all whom it may concmi:_ _ 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM M. BRUCE, 

‘ J r., a citizen ‘of the'United States, residin 
at Spring?eld, in the county of Clark an 
State of Ohio, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Lock-Out De 
vices for Party-Line Telephones, of which 
the following is a speci?cation. ‘ v, _ 

-My invention relates to‘ improvements in 
lock-out systems for party-line telephones, 
and particularly to devices and systems 
adapted tobe used with party-line common 
battery exchanges. . 
The object ofthe invention is to simplify 

the circuits and constructions of lock-out de 
vices of thischaracter, and to render them 
capable of a'more extended use without the 

' necessity of ?ne adjustment. - 

20 
L Generally speaking, the system includes a; 
relay at the .subscriber’s station which is 
adapted when the telephone is ‘removed, 

‘ from the hook to be bridged across the line, 
' and by its operation to switch into the cir- ’ 

» cuit the subscriber’s talking out?t, the con? 
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struction being such that the talki'n instru~ 
ments and the said relay ‘will utllize "the 

= current ?owing on the line so that the relay 
at another station‘would not be operated so 
long as the telephone hook or-main operat 
ing switch at one subscriber’s station is in 
operative position. 

devices ‘of this character, it has been 
found that where the stations are placed at 
lon ‘ distances apart the line resistance is 
suc that a more or less ?ne adjustment of' 

.the relaygis necessary, depending upon the 
location of the stations in relation to the 
exchange, as where one station is close to the 
exchange and one a long distance therefrom 
the di?erence in the line resistance will cause 
the relays to work with more or less e?i 
ciency, so that an adjustment to its location 
on the line is necessary. . It has also been the 
practice where ‘it is ,desiredtobonn'ect two 
subscribers on the same line to employ ‘a 
condenser through which the talkin .'cur 
rents of one subscriber might pass while the’ 
battery currents are held back, -~thus permit 
{ing a second relay ‘to operate on the same 
me. 

By the improvement. herein described, I 
obviate the necessity’ of a ?ne adjustment 
for the different locations on the line, and?‘ 
also obviate the use of the condenser to ‘es 

Speci?cation of Letters Patent; 
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tablish connections between subscribers on 
the same line. 
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‘The invention consists in the system and . 
means hereinafter described and pointed out 
in the claims. ' - 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 
is a'diagram'matic view showing a common 
battery exchange and two subscribers’ sta 
tionsli Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic View of one 
jsubscr-iber’s station showing a modi?cation‘: 

65 of a part.‘ of the device. ‘ > I 

In said drawings, A represents _a common 
battery located at the exchange, and B and 
C subscribers’_ stations. 
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D and ID’ are opposite sides of the line i 
which connect the several subscribers (any 70 
number of which may be connected) to the . 
exchange. ' _ 

a, is the ordinary telephone hook or switch 
adapted-to be operated-when the receiver is 
removed. ‘ , I - ‘ 

b is the receiver, 0 the transmitter and d 
the induction coil, which parts constitute the 
usual subscriber’s talking ‘out?t. ' 

be bri ged across the line b the’operation 
of the main telephone SWltClyWllBIl the re_ 
ceiver is removed therefrom through the 

relay is constructed in two parts, e2 e3, nor 
mally in series ‘and representing preferably 
about sixteen hundred ohms, one art being 
preferably of about one thousandp ohms re 

, sistance, and the other six hundred ohms re 
sistance. When the telephone is bridged 
across the line theysixteen hundred ohms of 
this relay are in circuit through the circuit 1, 

_1', 1, 1 above‘ mentioned.- This very high re 
sistance produces a relay that will operate on 
any reasonable-length of line, butiby reason 
of its high resistance it has not ‘the magnetic 
ull of a relay of lower resistance. I, there 

.. re,‘ provide means forcutting out a part 
of this resistance as soon ‘as the relay oper 
ates, which it does immediately uponthe 
closin of thecircuit 1 at the main switch, 
a, as 'llows: The magnetic in?uence‘in the 
relay produced by current passing through 

6 represents a relay which is adapted to“ 
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circuit 1, 1, 1, l. ‘The magnetic coil of this ' 
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sixteen hundred ohms operates the switch - 
e‘, which establishes two circuits one of 
which passes from the circuit, 1, through the 
switch, 
the subscriber’s talking instruments, 0 and (Z, 
to the line, D1. The other circuit passes 

105 
el, and through circuit 2 through 



-, from the switch, ell, and circuit, 1, through 

10 
-. tent as to 

Subscribe , 
" .1111‘ connection with this device, in‘ the dia 
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circuit, 3,‘ to the main part of the magnetic 
coil of the relay ‘forming a short circuit 
around that 'partlof the coil having the low 
est resistance, and thus cutting out the lower 
resistance and leaving the coil at the proper 
resistance to furnish the necessary working 

- 'power'in'the relay and also, in connection 
with the talking instrument,-to’use the cur 
rent passing across the line. to such an ex 

prevent the operation of any other 

g'rammatie'viewj herein shown, I have not 
includedany ringing circuit, as any well-‘ 
known; ringing circuit, either selective or 
otherwise, may be employed in connection 
with the improvement herein described. 
The operation as thus far. described is asv 

‘follows: Any subscriber being called f'by a 
proper signaling device removes his tele 

' phone from the hook, and by such removal 
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‘said relay, ?rmly holdin _ 
its operatlve position, an at the same time‘ 

establishes a bridge across the line through 
the circuit 1, and the entire resistance con 
stituting the magnetic coil of the relay. The 
energizing of the magnetic coil of the relay 
produced by the current ?owih through 
vthe same, will operate the switc , a1, and 
thus cut in thesubscriber’s- talking out?t 
through the circuit, 2, and at the same time \ 
cut out‘ the'resistance of the part, 62, of the 
energizing‘ coils of the relay “and thus allow 
‘a greater amount'of current to pass through 

utilizing the current to such an extent that 
the relay at no other station on the line can 

- vbe operated, even though its main telephone 
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switch should be .operated by the removal 
oflthe receiver. _ > 

To provide for connecting two subscribers 
‘on the same line, I provide in the circuit, 2, 
a circuit breaker, f, adapted when operated 
to break the circuit, 2, including the talking 
instruments, thus cutting out the 'subscriber’s 

' talking out?t, without interfering with the 
circuit 1, through the“ relay, and establish 
ing another circuit, 4, of purely local char 
acter which'passes through a coil, e‘, in 
proximity to'thelenergizing coil, as, of'the 
relay, and thence through the relay switch, 
61, and apart of circuit 2, through the in 
duction/coil, (l, of the subscriber’s out?t.‘ 
This circuit it will be seen does not ‘extend 
across the line and gets no current except 
such as may come by induction from the 
energizing coils .of the relay. In this condi 
tion, the subscriber desiring to talk with 
another subscriber on the line, signals the 
exchange in the usual way and havlng given 
his call presses the button to operate the 
switch, f, cutting out his talking instru 
ments from the line and establishing a local 
‘circuit through ‘the inductive coil, 64, and 
the primary of the induction coil of his talk-M 

the switch, 61 ml 

972,329 

ring circuit. Thegcoil, c3, of the relay re 
maining in the bridge across the line will' 
receive any talking'currents passing across 
,the lines D D-1 by reason of the bridge across 
the same,- and such alternating talking cur 
rents will induce a current in the coil, 6‘, 
which currents by. reason of the local circuit 
established by the switch, 61, will be car 
ried to the primary of the‘ induction coil of 
the ‘local receiver and thus ermit the sub 
scriber' to hear what is‘ saidp on the line, al 
though said instruments arecut out from 
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the bridge across the line.. As soon as the ' 
connection is made with the other subscriber, 
which the ?rst subscriber will know by the 
conversation, the switch "f is released and 
the subscriber’s out?t is again brought into 
circuit with the other subscriber also on 
the line. ‘ It will be understood in this con 
nection that whilethe current on the line 
would not be su?icient to- operate a relay 
at a subscriber’s station when-the relay and. 
talking instruments of another subscriber 
are in circuit, yet after the relay is operated 
the-current passingthrough the same will be 
su?icient to.‘ hold- the relay and switch in 
operated ‘position and thus maintain a cir 
cuit'after the ‘same has been established with 
two subscribers on the line. 
In Fig. 2 I have shown a modi?cation in 

which the coil, (2*, instead of being placed 
‘aboutthe core and thus forming a part of 
the energizing coil of the relay magnet is 
placed in series with the relay magnet but 
separate therefrom. In'this case a coil of 
lower resistance will preferably be used and 
‘will act as a feeding coil to the relay coil, 
thus limiting the amount of current that will 
,pass to the energizing coil in the event that 
the voltage should be somewhat higher by 
reason‘ofless' line resistance. This arrange 
ment'of'the coils will materally reduce the 
?ne adjustment required in placing the sub? 
scribers’ stations at greater or less distance 
from the exchange,'and has been found to be 
effective, although the preferable way is to 
put this feeding coil invseries with the main 
energizing coil on the magnet itself, in 
which case both coils act as energizing coils 
‘when. the instrument is ?rst operated. In 
either case, the ?rst or feeding, coil will be 
cutout as soon as the switch is operated to 
establish the main talking circuit. ' 
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‘It will be seen that by the construction ‘ 
above described, I provide an arrangement 
and means by which the lock-out device will 
operate ‘perfectly and with little or no ad 
justment and within any ordinary distance 
from the exchange and without reference to 
their relative position with the exchange, 
and by the use ofthe induction coil in prox 
imity to the energizing coils of the relay and 
the local circuit through the talking out?t, I 
am enabled to dispense\with the condenser 
and thus provide a system which forms a 
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emcee 
complete lock-out against -' other i‘ipartiesi on 

i the line‘ when ordinarily used, and ati'the 

30 

same time by the use of the relay switch to 
establish alocal inductive circuit which will 
enable the subscriber to hear although his 
talking out?t is cutout of the line circuit, 
so as to vpermit another subscriber on the 
same line to be brought into the circuit by 
the operation of his relay.v " ' ' - 

lin constructing the relay, 1 preferably 
, Wind the coils, 62., c3 e4, upon» the same spool, 
though. they may be otherwise formed so 
long as thecoil, cf‘, is in sumcient proximity 
to the energizing coil to obtain the inductive 
in?uence. Y H; ~ 

Having thus described‘ my invention, 1 
claim: ‘ : - ‘ j ‘ 

l. ltn a party line telephone system, a se 
ries of subscribers’ stations each having a 
normally inoperative“ talking out?t, and a 
relay to bring sai’d talking out?t into circuit, 
the relay at each subscriber’s station having 
an inductive circuit including talking instru 
ments independent of the line circuits, and 
means for disconnecting said talking circuit 
tromvthe line with therelay in circuit with 
said line, substantially ‘as speci?ed. > 

2. The combination at'a subscriber’s sta» 
tion of a disconnected talking out?t, a relay 
to establish afcircuit through said talking 
out?t, an inductive circuit through the relay. 
and said talking out?t independent oflthe 
line circuit, means for breaking the line' cir 
cuit through said talking out?t and at the“ 
‘same time establishing the inductive circuit 

L through said talking out?t independent of 
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the line’ circuit. . 
8. ln a party line telephone‘lockout sys-. 

tem, a relay coil, resistance in series With 
said relay coil, an inductive coil in proxim~ 
ity to said relay coil, means for cutting out. v ,‘ 

local circuit through the inductive coil 

‘ ‘ cuit is broken 

said resistance, and'means for establishing a ' Y 
or 

the subscriber’s talking ‘out?t, substantially 
as and for the purpese‘speoi?ed. _ ’ - 

_ at. In a lockoutior party line telephone 
vsystem,.a main switch, a relay adapted to'be 
bridged across the ‘line by'the operation of 
saidswitch, a talking out?t adapted to be 
brought into circuit ‘bythe operation of the 
relay, a circuit breaker 'to‘ disconnect said 
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talking-out?t independentof said relay, "and I 
a local inductivecircuit through said relay 

said inductive circuit when the talking cir~ 

speci?ed. ' l 

5, In a'lo’ckout- device, a relay, ainormallyr 
opcntalkingcircuit adapted to be closed by ' . > 

'30 said relay, and" a local inductive‘circuit 
through the talking instruments ‘adapted to, 
receive inductivecurrents ‘from thecoil of 

and talking out?t, and means for establishing -' 
b5 7 

by said circuit breaker, as _ 

said relay, and means for opening and clos- “ 
ing said inductive circuit, for the purpose 
speci?ed. ‘ or V. - v 1 - ' 

v6. lln a lockout‘, device, a relay coil, re 
sistance in vseries with'said relay coil, and an 
inductive coil in proximity to said relay 
coil, 'a switch operated by. the relay to es, 
tablish a talking ‘circuit, means for cutting 
out said resistance by, the operation of the 
switch, and means independentoffsaid relay 
for breaking said talking circuit and estab 
lishing a local circuit through the inductive 
coil and talking instruments, as speci?ed 
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set 

my hand this third day of July A. D. I906. 

WrLL'niM M. canon, at‘. 
Witnesses: ' ' ‘ . 

WM. F. HOFFMANN, 
H. H. Hornms. 
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